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Erratum 
Volume 144, Number 1 (1991) in the article “The Total Stiefel-Whitney 
Class of a Regular Representation,” by Bruno Kahn, pages 214247: Pham 
Anh Minh (Hue University, Vietnam) pointed out a gap in the argument: 
in the Appendice, in the Demonstration of Lemme A8, case (2)(a), on 
page 245, (N,)2 is not necessarily equal to Ai. It turns out that this gap 
is serious, and Thtoreme A(b), on page 239, is incorrect. Therefore, the 
validity of Theorem 7, on page 235, is questionable. 
More precisely, the situation is as follows. Following Pham’s remark, 
one has to divide (C)(2)(a) into two subcases: (C)(2)(al) (N,)” = A; (dealt 
with in the text) and (C)(2)(a2) (N,)2#A:. The latter corresponds to a 
unique (up to isomorphism) quadratic mapping 4: A, + A, which is 
d-maximal, but does enjoy a pairing A I x A, + F, with the properties on 
the top of page 243. The central extension of A, by AZ corresponding to 
q has been constructed by Pham independently [l]. 
Let G be this central extension. One checks that there exist groups c 
of class 3 with G/[e, [G, G] ] = G. However, for any such group G, 
Ker(G + G) is cyclic of order 2. There are at most 128 such groups, and 
checking the validity of Theorem 7 is a matter of a finite amount of 
computation. 
A detailed clarification of this point is in progress. 
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